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Middle Gujarati, Apabhransa being named Early Gujarati.2   Grierson calls it
Gujaratl.
Why is not the word, Gujarati, used by Premananda himself, correct and
appropriate ?
Note B. Evolution of Old Gujarat!.
Generally speaking, in the synthetic stage of a language the particles
added to a noun to form case-endings are not separable, but are incorporated
in the word itself, with the result that the terminal syllable is varied as in
Samskrta. In the analytic stage, the word stands without any termination
and an auxiliary word is tacked on to express the relations denoted by the
termination.
The changes described in the text are illustrated with special reference
to the works mentioned on pages 85 and 86.
I. The nominative case termination in Skt. is the visarga, e. g., =33;:
In Apa. it is ^, e.g., 3Tg ^Tf; the same, in Old Guj. No. 1 (1185); it is
optionally dropped in No. 2 (1210), e. g., tffe *TO*. The °Ption is continued
till it is dropped in No. 8 (1394) e. g., ^ 3?Tf -
The objective case termination in Skt. is ^ e. g., =3^3j it is S in Ap. and
in No. 1 (1185); it is optional in No. 2 (1210) e. g., =^fer 15* The option is
also found in No. 8 (1394) e. g., sffo ^l< ^TCf and f%3F3 ?RX, ^TR.
The instrumental case termination survived even in Old Guj., e. g.,
srf^rt 3T! in No. 8 (1394); in'Mod. Guj. an optional form is used with a
propositation, e, g., ^pffcfr or ^ ?K&«
The dative case termination in Pkt. was fir^f e. g., cft^fofS; in Ap.,
f^Tf; in Old Guj. it is optional with fPt wfi1 in No. 7 (1355). ^Tf fr'Kftl is
continued in No. 8 (1394). Thereafter the case termination is no longer
used. The preposition ^, which is used, is derived from Pkt, thus: ^t"^;-
Tft-% and is, perhaps, similar to MarS-thi 3T and Nepali it. According to
Narsinhrao, it is derived from Skt. fi^r-OT-j-^".
The ablative termination in Skt. is formed by «^ e. g., ^RT^; by
in Apa.; by fJJ1 in No. 2 (1210); by 5sF3, &33 in No. 7 (1355); by
f?T3, or the preposition ^, «RS^ in No. 8 (1394). Mt-^i^ are derived from
Skt. feffi and ^rfi^, and their use marks the analytic stage of the language.
BhSlana (1450) uses sfMreft; some others, ^fft. The optional use of f§
is continued till the end of the XVH century in Jaina works.
The genitive case termination in Skt. is ^"; in Ap. it is ft e. g.,
is f in No. 2 (1210) e. g., '«TKf^I^K^ tflft1- But the preposition ^TW,
and ?T? from Skt ^ is also used in Ap. It is used in Old Guj. in No. 1
1. He dates the beginning of Gujarati from 1494 (1550 A. V.) Early
Gujarat! 1494-1594; Middle Gujaratl 1594-1694; Modern Gujarati thereafter.
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